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CONTROL AND REPRESSION: THE PLIGHT
OF INDIAN HAWKERS AND FLOWER SELLERS

IN DURBAN, 1910-1948
By Goolam Vahed
Hundreds of Indians attempted to make a living on the streets of Durban as hawkers
and flower sellers between 1910 and 1948 as they left plantation indentures to find

work in the urban environment. An analysis of their history adds to our understanding of the local roots of racial separation that predated apartheid policy in

South Africa.1 The activities of Indian hawkers brought them into conflict with a
local govemment committed to its white electorate. The primary theme of this article
is that of state repression and attempts by Indians to forge an existence in spite of
hostile state policies. There were few instances of government promoting street
trading to provide employment opportunities in the absence of formal industrial

development. A second dimension to this study is the racializing of politics during
this period. The issues surrounding street trading were framed and conceived in
racial terms. Indian hawkers turned to the Indian middle class and traders, whom
they viewed as community leaders, to intervene in their conflict with the white state.
This article will explore the parameters within which these racialized politics operated.

Profile of Indian Hawkers
Between 1860 and 1911, some 152,641 some Indians arrived in Natal as inden-

tured laborers bound for work on sugar plantations. Their contracts specified that
they were to work for five years for the employer to whom they were assigned;
thereafter they could either reindenture or seek work elsewhere in Natal. Although
Indians were entitled to a free return passage after ten years, almost 58 percent

1 For Durban see, for example, B. Maharaj, "The Historical Development of the Aparthe
Local State in South Africa: The Case of Durban," in International Journal of Urban and Regional

Studies 20 (1996), 587; Bill Freund, Insiders and Outsiders: The Indian Working Class of Durban
1910-1990 (Portsmouth, NH, 1995); I. L. Edwards, "Mkhumbane Our Home: African Shantytown
Society in Cato Manor Farm, 1946-1960" (Ph.D thesis, University of Natal, 1989). For comparison with Indian hawkers in Johannesburg, see G Buijs, "On the Peripheries of the Defended Space:

Hawkers in Johannesburg," in G Buijs and R Haines, eds., The Struggle for Social and Economic
Space: Urbanisation in Twentieth Century South Africa (Durban, 1985), 132-89; and T.
Tomaselli, "The Indian Flower Sellers of Johannesburg" (MA thesis, University of Witwatersrand,
1983). Two recent and important contributions are Phillip Bonner, Peter Delius, and Deborah

Posel, eds., Apartheid's Genesis, 1935-1962 (Johannesburg, 1994) and J. Western, Outcast Cape
Town (Los Angeles, 1997).
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remained in the Colony.2 The Wragg Commission of 1886 noted that Indians
proved "unwilling" to- reindenture. They preferred "the cultivation of a small tract of

land easily procurable on lease, the freedom and gains of peddling, and the dignity

and solid profits of shopkeeping."3 By 1910 Indians owned about 10,000 acres of
land in Natal,4 while the acreage held by Indian tenant farmers and landowners

increased from 11,722 acres in 1896 to 42,000 acres in 1909.5 Indian hawkers
were a feature of Durban life from early on, the "protector of Indian immigrants"

noting in 1877 that Indians monopolized the hawking of fruits and vegetables in
Durban.6

According to the Clayton Commission of 1909, Indians had been allowed to
remain in Natal after indenture in order to take over work performed by indentured

Indians. Instead, the Commission noted, "the Natal born Indian will not do the
work of indentured Indians. He considers it too hard, and menial. They prefer to

settle about the towns earning a precarious livelihood, and many lead an entirely
idle and vagrant life."7 Indians did not lead an "idle and vagrant life." The transition
from plantation labor to urban wage employment was not linear, partly because the

industrial sector had not yet developed and partly because Indians made a conscious
attempt to avoid wage labor, or what Rogerson refers to as "hidden resistance" to

capitalist exploitation.8 Hawking was an important avenue of Indian employment
because it required little capital or expertise. Hawkers formed an important link
between the market and the public and provided an invaluable service to those who

were unable to patronize the market.9 There was a symbiotic relationship between
Indian hawkers and farmers. Men and women hawkers, known respectively as

"Vegetable Sammy" and "Basket Walas" by whites,10 piled their fruits and vegeta-

2 Surendra Bhana, Indentured Indian Emigrants to Natal, 1860-1902: A Study Based on Ships
Lists. (New Delhi, 1991), 20.

3 Wragg Commission Report, 1887, in Y.S. Meer, Documents of Indentured Labour
Natal, 1851-1917. (Durban, 1980), 79.

4 L.E. Neame, The Asiatic Danger in the Colonies. (London, 1907), 35.
5 J. Brain, "Indentured and Free Indians in the Economy of Colonial Natal," in B. Guest
J. Sellers, eds., Enterprise and Exploitation. (Pietermaritzburg, 1990), 211.
6 Report of the Protector of Indian Immigrants, 1877, 6.

7 Report of the Indian Immigration Commission, 1909, in Meer, Documents, 640.

8 C.M. Rogerson, "Apartheid and the Urban Informal Sector," in J. Suckling and L. Wh
eds., After Apartheid: Renewal of the South African Economy (Trenton, N.J., 1988), 132.

9 G D English, Deputy City Medical Officer of Health to Town Clerk, 30/04/1948, N
3/DBN, 4/1/3/1280.

10 Male hawkers were probably called "Sammy" because many Hindu surnames end with a
similar suffix, such as Appalsamy, Munsamy, and Ramsamy. The origins of "Mary" are not
known. Both were regarded as derogatory by Indians. Mathatma Gandhi wrote in 1899: "The Indian
is bitterly hated. The man in the street and the ... press unanimously refuse to call the Indian by
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bles in baskets which they carried on their heads from house to house each day in

"rain or sunshine, spring or winter..."Il1 "Australian" considered this a valuable
service:

The Indian hawker is a great convenience especially to the poor white. A
rich lady can bowl down to the market in her carriage and purchase all her

requirements in the vegetable line for the day, but where does the poor
woman come in who perhaps has a child or two to nurse at home, besides

having to go through the drudgery of her household duties. To her
"Sammy" is a very welcome sight and a saving of time and trouble. Her
marketing is done at the door and she hasn't to hurry and scurry away to

make purchases. You can really imagine what the abolishing of the Indian

hawker would mean to poor people living on the outskirts of the city. 12
The Durban Town Council (or DTC) distinguished between two types of
"hawkers," those who sold a variety of goods and used a cart or wagon to get
around, and others who only sold fruits and vegetables. The former had always

been required to take out licenses. For example, seventeen licenses were issued to
Indian hawkers in 1891.13 This class of hawkers formed an "Indian Hawkers
Association." Little is known about this body except that it held a public meeting on

1 January 1914 that was attended by Mahatma Gandhi, Parsee Rustomjee, and
whites like C.F. Andrews and Henry Polak. Some ?60 was collected from the
Association's members for the Passive Resistance Fund of 1913/1914. The president was Kalidas Parshotam and the secretary Parag Doga. These were Gujarati-

speaking individuals with a trading-class background.14 Their class background
was different from the majority of hawkers who, according to Bhana and Brain,

were of ex-indentured stock and sold only fruits and vegetables.15 Contemporary
photographs, newspaper reports, and letters to the Council indicate that men,
women, and children were involved. The names of Indians being refused licenses

to hawk also indicate an indentured background. In December 1914, for example,
Rungasamy Pillay, Ramsamy Naido, and M. Chetty were refused licenses by the

licensing officer.16 While hawking enabled Indians to avoid wage labor, it plac

his proper name. He is 'Ramsamy,' he is 'Mr. Sammy,' he is 'Mr. Coolie,' he is 'the Black
Man."' Quoted in F. Meer, ed., The South African Gandhi, 1893-1914 (Durban, 1996), 244.

11 African Chronicle, 3 July 1909.

12 African Chronicle, 22 August 1908.
13 NA, 3/DBN, 5/2/5/3/5, 13 June 1891, Report of the Superintendent of Police.

14 Indian Opinion, 7 January 1914.

15 Surendra Bhana and J Brain, Setting Down Roots. Indian Migrants in South Africa 1860
1911 (Johannesburg, 1990), 64.

16 NA, 3/DBN, 4/1/2/999, 13 March 1915, Report of Licensing Officer.
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them at the bottom of the economic structure. Their life was a long grind of hard
work and bare existence. Most hawkers bought the fruits and vegetables very early
in the morning at the Indian Market for re-sale during the day. They operated on a

day-to-day basis and "seldom stored their goods overnight."17 The licensing officer
referred to them as "the most ignorant class of Indian."18 The Natal Indian

Congress19 referred to hawkers as "the very poor members of our community w

... because of their poverty are least able to protect their rights and interests."20 Th
Colonial Born and Settlers Indian Association21 (CBSIA) informed the town clerk
that "these hawkers are very poor and ignorant and make a meagre living out of

hawking and are few in number."22 The medical officer of health reported in 1940
that the majority of Indian hawkers "are persons incapacitated from ordinary work
or gainful occupations by reasons either of poverty, accident or physical malfor-

mity.'23
As a result of their difficult situation, hawkers resorted to the use of child labor
to supplement family incomes. Children were used to sell nuts and were on the

street until as late as midnight.24 A perturbed chief constable felt that "when children of this age are employed at this work their associates and surroundings are
bound to have a most injurious affect on their character. In fact they are certain to

grow up evil-doers."25 In 1921 the DTC banned children under 13 from street
trading. Parents were to be fined ?10 or 30 days imprisonment if their children

were caught.26 Although the Children's Act of 1937 raised the age limit to sixteen,
this did not resolve the problem. The use of children was a feature throughout this
period. The chief constable reported in 1941 that "during the last ten years Indian
juveniles between the ages six and ten hawk around Grey and Victoria Streets sell-

ing fruit, pencils, shoe laces, razor blades, studs, etc." The parents fled as soon as

the police arrived and the children refused to divulge their names and addresses,
making it impossible to punish the parents.27 As the Durban Juvenile Affairs Board
17 G D English, Deputy City Medical Officer of Health to Town Clerk, 30/04/1948, NA,
3/DBN, 4/1/3/1280.

18 Molyneux, Licensing Officer, to Town Clerk, 25106/1928, NA, 3/DBN, 4/1/2/241.

19 The Natal Indian Congress was formed by Mahatma Gandhi in 1894. Until the 1940s it
was dominated by traders and worked primarily to protect their rights.

20 Natal Indian Congress to Town Clerk, 29/11/1929, NA, 3/DBN, 4/1/2/1007.
21 The CBSIA, formed in 1933 by first generation Indians like Albert Christopher and P. R.
Pather, sought to defend the rights of indentured Indians and their descendents.

22 CB&SIA to Town Clerk, 27/09/1935, NA, 3IDBN, 4/1/2/1008.
23 MOH to Town Clerk, 08/08/1940, NA, 3/DBN, 4/1/3/1279.
24 Letter from Frank Acutt to Town Clerk, 09/09/1921, NA, 3/DBN, 4/1/2/241.

25 Chief Constable to Town Clerk, 16/09/1921, NA, 3/DBN, 4/1/2/241.
26 Minutes of Durban Town Council, 03/10/1921, NA, 3/DBN, 4/1/2/241.
27 Chief Constable to Town Clerk, 19/03/1941, NA, 3/DBN, 4/1/2/1275.
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and the union probation officer advised the town clerk th
to failure until compulsory education was introduced for Indian children, no further

legislation was introduced.28 A visitor from Johannesburg described his experience
of Indian hawkers as follows:

The heat was intense, the air drowsily sweetened with the humid smell of

over-ripe fruit.... Those Oriental hawkers! I might have been coated with
molasses. They might have been famished flies. They swarmed around me.

They all talked at once. They jostled one another. They gesticulated. They
chewed garlic. Each one declared the prices of his wares cheaper than those
of all the others.... These old women on the street were, to me, the most
interesting. There was something extraordinary about them. They were at

once sinister and pathetic. They appeared to be scowling unuttered imprecations at everyone who passed, to be brooding incessantly over dark
thoughts, to be meditating uncanny evil. They were living embodiments of a
hopeless life.29
In another recollection of women hawkers, Daphne Child remembers a persuasive
and persistent saleswoman who visited their house:

She would never take No for an answer. If my mother declined to buy,

cries of "Oh, Ma, velly good apples" (or tomatoes or carrots), Velly cheap!"
followed Mother into the house until, for the sake of peace, she retumed

and made some small purchase. We would watch "Mary" knot the coins
into a piece of rag and tuck it away; then with a look of satisfaction on her
wrinkled face, she would lift up her heavy basket, bid Mother a friendly,
"Goodbye, Ma," and take herself off.30

Early Opposition To Hawkers

The majority of whites construed the independent economic activity of noninden-

tured Indian itinerant hawkers, petty shopkeepers, artisans, and market gardeners
as a threat to their existing exploitative relationship with Africans and indentured
Indians. This brought hawkers into conflict with a local state that increasingly came
to view town planning, public health, trade arrangements, and other public issues in

terms of racial distinctions. Its objective was to force Indians to reindenture or to
return to India upon completing their indenture and to legally subordinate non-

28 Memorandum to Public Health Committee from Town Clerk, 14 July 1941, NA, 3/DBN,
4/1/2/1275.

29 G.E. Chittenden, "Durban Delhi," South African Railways and Harbours Magazine (Oct.
1915), 925.

30 Daphne Child, "I Remember, I Remember," in The Settler 6 (November/December 1
18.
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indentured Indians so that whites would feel secure against the "Asiatic Menace."31
Hawkers were strictly monitored from the beginning and strenuous effort made to

check their activities. There was opposition to hawkers on the grounds that they
used hawking as a cover for crime, they posed unfair economic competition for
white traders, and were a health hazard. As early as 1873 the superintendent of

police, H Townsend, associated hawking with crime. He reported that crime could
not be eliminated among Indians because they were of "Low Caste and Born

Thieves." They "specialised in the theft of fruits and vegetables from private
gardens," sugar cane, and poultry. They were encouraged to steal because they had

a "6ready means" of disposing of fruits since they were "permitted to carry on the
calling of hawkers (unlicensed) within the Borough."32
In 1880 Superintendent Alexander called for by-laws to regulate the activities
of individuals who went around the borough selling fruits and vegetables.33 In
1891 Alexander complained that hawkers "sneaked into town at day break with

loads of stolen property" and held informal markets in groups of "forty or fifty,"
which were "attended daily by the principle buyers in the Borough." He wanted

hawkers compelled to take out a license and wear a badge.34 The licensing of
hawkers was seen as a means to control their activities. Officials were also con-

cerned that hawkers posed an economic threat to established business. In 1879

Alexander pointed out that unlicensed hawkers "undersell our own [white] tradesmen who have to take out a license and pay rates and taxes."35 The Durban Market
Master reported annually during the 1880s that white stallholders were unable to
compete with Indian hawkers who sold directly to the public at much lower

prices.36 In 1894, Alexander complained that squatter "parties squat down in the
road just where they like and generally in front of another man's store.",37 In 1888
the inspector of nuisances warned of the dangers that Indian hawkers posed to

"'public health" because they "spread themselves daily over the borough to sell their

garden produce, and by such means disease might be very rapidly spread.'38
The failure of the DTC to enact legislation prompted Alexander to use other
laws, such as the vagrancy law, which prohibited Indians from being in the

borough between 9:00 p.m. and 5:00 a.m. without a pass, to control hawking. In

31 Maynard W. Swanson, "The Asiatic Menace: Creating Segregation in Durban, 1870-1900," Int
Journal of African Historical Studies 16,3 (1983), 421.

32 NA, 3/DBN, 512/5/3/2, 25 November 1873, Report of the Superintendent of Police.
33 NA, 3/DBN, 5/2/5/3/4, 5 February 1880, Report of Superintendent of Police.
34 NA, 31DBN, 5/2/5/3/5, 13 June 1891, Report of the Superintendent of Police.

35 NA, 3/DBN, 5/2/5/3/3, 2 December 1879, Report of the Superintendent of Police.

36 Bhana and Brain, Roots, 64.
37 NA, 3/DBN, 5/2/5/3/5, 5 June 1894, Report of the Superintendent of Police.

38 NA, 3IDBN, 5/2/5/4/1, 3 May 1888, Report of the Inspector of Nuisances.
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January 1895, for example, two African policemen arrested a group of twenty
Indian men and women hawkers on Bulwer Road who "were making their way into

town with baskets of fruits and vegetables." The magistrate dismissed the case on
the grounds that the police did not prove that the fruit had been stolen. This angered

Alexander, who wrote to the mayor that Indians "carried a few bananas to wander

about the Borough at all hours" to indulge in the "robbery of gardens and orchards,

and other depredations during the night." In a recent case, a burgess had shot a
"coolie for stealing his fruit," prompting fears that whites would take the law into
their hands unless they received proper police protection.39 Other laws were used to
hinder the free movement of hawkers. For example, 827 Indians were prosecuted
under the vagrancy law in 1904 against 260 whites; the figures for 1906 were 574

and 140 respectively.40 In 1911, 157 Indians and only two whites were arrested for
"obstructing the traffic." The difference is significant given that there were twice as

many whites as Indians in Durban during this period.41
In January 1915 McIntosh & Co. complained that Indian trolley and cart own-

ers in Commercial Road were a "nuisance" because they used the area as a resting
place for animals; "the odour emanating therefrom is both objectionable and

unhealthy."42 According to the inspector of nuisances, 15 carts hired from the DTC
had been placed in a "single line" from Grey Street to Albert Street all along
Commercial Road since 1903. As McIntosh's office was 60 feet from the animals
and Indian business owners in the area did not think the smell "affects their busi-

ness," the inspector considered the "removal of the stand a harsh proceeding."43
When McIntosh persisted with his complaints, the chief constable reported that the

stand was situated in "an entirely Indian quarter and eminently suited for the pur-

pose ... the complaint of McIntosh is rather unreasonable." The DTC decided not to

take any further action in the matter.44 This was not the end of the matter, however,
as McIntosh took the issue up with Councilor Hooper, who confirmed that there

was a "strong smell." Since an alternative site could not be found, the DTC sanctioned the spending of a large sum of money to improve the sanitary condition of

the area in an effort to reduce the smell.45 This example illustrates the influence that

whites exerted on the Council, which was willing to intervene on their behalf irrespective of whether they were justified or not. In subsequent decades the DTC

39 NA, 3/DBN, 5/2/5/3/5, 31 January 1895, Superintendent of Police to Mayor.

40 NA, 3/DBN, 5/2/5/4/1, 31 July 1906, Report of Superintendent of Police. There were
35,000 whites and 15,000 Indians in Durban in 1903.

41 NA, 3/DBN, 5/2/5/4/2, 31 July 1912, Report of Superintendent of Police.

42 I. M. McIntosh to Town Clerk, 06/01/1915, NA, 3/DBN, 4/1/2/49, Vol. 7.
43 W. Daugherty, Inspector of Nuisance, to Town Clerk, 18/01/1915, NA, 3/DBN, 4/1/2/49.

44 Chief Constable to Town Clerk, 05/03/1915, NA, 3/DBN, 4/1/2/49.
45 Minutes of Durban Town Council [hereafter DTC], 06/01/1916, NA, 3/DBN, 4/1/2/49.
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introduced legislation to contain hawking. The mechanisms employed to control

hawking in Johannesburg-introduction of licenses, restriction of trading areas,
requirement of constant mobility, and "fixed stands"-were also used in Durban.46
Licenses

Hawkers were licensed from 1912. The number of licensed hawkers and pedlars is
shown in Table 1. Hawkers considered the new requirement unfair because they
were "already sufficiently taxed" and "merely eking out a living and could not

afford licenses." They also felt their plight had not been "sufficiently and prominently" taken up by Indian leaders; these "great men [had] not defended their rights

to make a living ... unfettered."47 They believed that the merchant-dominated Natal
Indian Congress, originally founded by Mahatma Gandhi, focused on the problems
of traders and ignored those of ordinary Indians. Although the Indian population of

Durban increased from 17,015 to 123,165 between 1911 and 1949,48 the number
of licensed hawkers declined, indicating that the licensing requirement was used to
limit hawkers in the central business district. In 1947 the licensing officer remarked

that "there has been a decrease in licenses and no new licenses are at present being
granted, unless there is a surrender of an existing license."49

Table 1

Licensed Indian Hawkers and Pedlars, Durban
Year Pedlars Hawkers

1912 1,361 (joint)

1918 1,342 (joint)
1921 1,365 (joint)

1928 1,358 (joint)
1939

1,222

60

1940

1,188

61

1943

1,248

55

1944

1,236

58

Source: Acting Licensing Officer to Town Clerk, 03-29-1946, NA, 3/DBN,
4/1/2/1007

46 Buijs, "Hawkers in Johannesburg," 138.
47 African Chronicle, 17 February 1912.

48 University of Natal, The Durban Housing Survey (Durban, 1952), 35. It should be noted
that the boundaries of Durban were extended from 13 to 70 square miles in 1932, which resulted in
the incorporation of 101,786 persons, 51,322 of whom were Indians.

49 Acting Licensing Officer to Town Clerk, 03/02/1947, NA, 3/DBN, 4/1/2/1280.
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Licensing had a strong element of control and was seen as

against "overtrading." It allowed the DTC to be selective a
people would be allowed to trade, and was seen as a deterrent to those who
repeatedly broke the law because they could be denied a license. The Licensing
Department acknowledged this. The acting licensing officer stated that his

"department does not encourage trading on the streets.... Hawkers are being super

vised and controlled... The number of hawkers is kept within certain limits through

controlling the issuing of licenses."50 On another occasion the acting licensing off
cer wrote that the Department had unofficially refused licenses to convicted offend-

ers even though there was no provision for this in the law.51 When hawkers paid
for their license, the DTC supplied them with a badge that they had to wear on

"their arm above the elbow, or exhibit on their basket or pack." It was an offense

not to display the badge. The DTC distinguished between "hawkers" and "pedlars."
In 1916 the annual cost of a hawker's license was ?6, which allowed for the sale of

a wide range of goods, versus 5 shillings for hawkers who only sold "South African Fruits and Vegetables." The latter were later referred to as pedlars.52 The
authorities enforced the distinction between hawkers and pedlars, as the case of
Gesset Goolam shows. Goolam had a pedlar's license and was arrested on 30
August 1916 for selling eggs.53

Until 1925 licenses had been issued by the Durban Town Council and hawkers
were the responsibility of the Licensing Department. This changed with the
Licenses Consolidated Act No. 32, which came into effect on 1 January 1926. As a
result of this Act licenses were issued by the receiver of revenue, a central government officer, after a certificate of authority had been obtained from the Municipal

Licensing Department. This allowed the Council to exercise control over trade by

being able to refuse a certificate.54 This change resulted in a loss in revenue of
?4,000 annually. The licensing officer therefore employed two additional persons
to enforce the law more vigilantly and increase revenue through fines.55 The Town
Council had no legal basis for making the certificate of authority a prerequisite for a

50 Acting Licensing Officer to Town Clerk, 28/02/1944, NA, 3/DBN, 4/1/3/1279.
51 Acting Licensing Officer to Town Clerk, 08/10/1948, NA, 3/DBN, 4/1/3/1279.
52 Acting Licensing Officer to Town Clerk, 05/06/1916, NA, 3/DBN, 4/1l/2/1007, 14/237.
53 Report of R. Hunter, Inspector of Licenses, 09/09/1916, NA, 3/DBN, 4/1/2/1007.

54 Memorandum from Town Clerk to Finance Committee, 26 March 1929, NA, 3/DBN,

4/1/2/628.

55 Minutes of Finance Committee, 26/03/1929, NA, 3/DBN, 4/1/2/628.
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license. However, it enforced this regulation for fourteen years until a Court ruled
in June 1939 that this by-law was ultra vires of the Act.56 The town solicitor also

advised that there was no legal basis for making a certificate of authority a prerequisite for a license and concluded that "the sooner the Corporation gives up its efforts

in this direction the better, because I am afraid it is simply kicking against the
bricks."57 The licensing officer considered it "absurd" that the Council could not
have "full measure of control for regulation, inspection and control of licenses" and
advised the town clerk to introduce legislation to put the "position on a proper legal

basis."58 The Council was finally given the legal clout to insist on a certificate of
authority by Ordinance 19 of October 1942.59 This did not solve another of the
Council's problems, namely that although it had to incur expenses to monitor trad-

ing, fines were paid to the receiver of revenue, depriving the municipality of
income. In fact, when the law was passed in 1925, the mayor remarked in a

"Municipal Notice" in the local press that there was "no arrangement as to compen-

sation for expense, for the benefit of the Provincial Revenue."60 The only compensation for the DTC was that it could charge ten pence per license issued, which was

an additional expense for poor hawkers.61
The DTC took a hard line against hawkers. For example, when about 200
hawkers failed to renew their license at the end of 1938, something that happened
every year, the licensing office decided that these would be treated as new applications at an additional charge of 15 shillings. The Colonial Born and Settlers Indian

Association considered this injunction a "distinct hardship-the creation of an
unnecessary expense which these poor people can ill afford. They are ignorant and

hitherto no objection was taken to their applying for their renewals late."62 The
licensing officer reported that of 1,276 licenses issued the previous year, 1,013 had

been renewed within the specified period, which suggested that hawkers were
aware of the regulations and failure to apply was due entirely to neglect. Since the

law "makes no discrimination between those who are neglectful and those who are

ignorant," the licensing officer did not want to deviate from the by-law even though

"this requirement has not been strictly enforced."63 In another incident the licensing

56 Town Solicitor Woodhead to E. B. Scott, Finance Committee, 11/06/1939, NA, 3/DBN,
4/1/3/1274.

57 06/07/1939, NA, 3/DBN, 4/1/2/1275.

58 25/09/1940, NA, 3/DBN, 4/1/2/1275.
59 Acting Licensing Officer to Town Clerk, 28/09/1943, NA, 3/DBN, 4/1/2/1276, 30/237.

60 Daily News, 22/12/1925.

61 Memorandum by Councillor Kemp to Finance Committee, 31.07/1941, NA, 3/DBN,
4/1/2/1276, 524.

62 CBSIA to Town Clerk, 12/01/1939, NA, 3/DBN, 4/1/3/1279.
63 Licensing Officer to Town Clerk, 21/01/1939, NA, 3/DBN, 4/1/3/1279.
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officer refused licenses to 24 Indian women in 1939 becau
comprising banana skins, citrus skins, and old papers and
ever the DTC had overturned his refusal when the women appealed.64 The town
clerk met with the Association but upheld the ruling.65 That racist practice against
Indians predated apartheid is also illustrated by the fact that as a result of complaints
by whites, the Finance Committee instructed the licensing officer to erect barriers in

the Licensing Office to separate whites and Blacks. The licensing officer reported
on 11 January 1946 that "every endeavour is made to keep the Europeans separate
from the non-European" and that an official was "assigned the duty of attending to
the queues and it is his duty to see that Europeans are kept separate from other
races." However the Finance Comiittee was not satisfied with this arrangement
and formal barriers were erected in January 1946.66
Constant Mobility

The requirement that hawkers be constantly mobile was another mechanism t
trol them. A 1916 by-law prohibited them from taking up a "fixed or pernanent
stand, station or position, but [they] must be itinerant vendors of goods." Constant
movement meant that hawkers could not build up a clientele, and it limited the

amount and types of goods that they could carry.67 Hawkers used inventive means
to resist the law and adapt to the changing situation. Ebrahim, for example, placed
his goods in a cart that he positioned in an "old, dilapidated ricksha shed" in Queen
Street, where he paid a daily rental to the owner. He was charged for not being
mobile, and accused of running a "business" instead of hawking. The magistrate
visited the site and ruled that while the defendant conducted his trade like a private

retailer, in that he had a specific spot and paid rent, he did not have "private and
proper accommodation" and found Ebrahim not guilty, but warned him not to
repeat this practice.68

There were other innovative attempts to circumvent the law. The acting licens-

ing officer reported in 1916 that many hawkers were using a "peculiar form of
handcart" constructed of two pieces of wood, five feet long, between which were
narrow strips of wood. These acted as receptacles for "four or more" baskets of
fruit and vegetables. The handcart, mounted on two wheels, was "unsightly" and
posed a danger to motorists and pedestrians, "as hawkers do not care how or where

64 Memorandum for Markets and Abbatoir Committee, by Town Clerk, 13/05/1943, NA,
3/DBN, 4/1/2/1279.

65 Town Clerk to CBSIA, 23/01/1939, NA, 3/DBN, 4/1/3/1279.
66 Minutes of DTC, 18/01/1946, NA, 3/DBN, 4/1/2/1276, 30/237.
67 Acting Licensing Officer to Town Clerk, 05/06/1916, NA, 3/DBN, 4/1/2/1007, 14/237.
68 Indian Opinion, 14/10/1910.
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they move or leave their carts when selling their wares."69 However, since hawkers
could not be charged under existing legislation, the vehicle by-laws were amended
so that hand-carts had to be licensed at a cost of ?2.10 per annum.70 Most hawkers
could not afford this fee and the practice gradually decreased. The requirement to be

mobile remained contentious as hawkers tended to be stationed in one place and
moved short distances when confronted by the law. The Natal Supreme Court ruled
in 1933 that the law required "continual movement with the goods when it is

intended to offer them for sale." The movement from one's residence to the loca
where the sale was to take place did not cover the requirements of the law. Further,
by "place" the law referred to "something considerably larger than the area of

ground covered by the license holder's person and vehicle. It would be a misuse of
language to say that a man travels with his goods when he moves only a few yards

to another such area of a like size.... "71
Restrictions on Trading Areas

As far as established white traders and policy makers were concerned, the requirement for licenses and mobility had failed to resolve the problem of Indian hawking.

Whites continued to resort to stereotyped concerns about "public health,"
"sanitation," and "economic competition" to get the DTC to eliminate Indian hawk-

ers from the central business district. The Africans' League framed opposition to
Indian hawkers in terms of sanitation and disease:
The Pea-nut vendors should be removed, as also the Fruit hawkers who can

be seen squatting with their dirty unwholesome products at various points in
the borough, causing assemblages of natives and Indians, and the littering

of the sidewalks and gutters with nut-shells, and fruit rinds. Compel them
[Indians] to vend goods from house to house only, or allot them positions

where there will not be danger of disease, accident or annoyance to Europe-

ans.72
In April 1928, nineteen white-owned retail businesses in West, Field, Pine, and
Gardiner streets petitioned the Town Council that they were "very seriously prejudiced by the indiscriminate and unchecked manner in which the Indian Hawkers are
now carrying on business." They protested that as their rents, overheads, and living

expenses "are very high" compared to hawkers, the latter should be prohibited from
operating in "the same neighbourhood where there are established European busi-

69 Acting Licensing Officer to Town Clerk, 05/06/1916, NA, 3/DBN, 4/1/2/1007, 14/237.
70 Acting Licensing Officer to Town Clerk, 08/12/1916, NA, 3/DBN, 4/1/2/1007, 14/237.

71 Supreme Court of South Africa, Natal Provincial Division, 1933, Allowoodeen v. Town
Board of Mooi River Township, June-August 1933, 465-76.

72 L. Macgregor, Africans' League, 24/08/1921, NA, 3/DBN, 4/1/2/1007, 14/237.
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nesses." While fruit sellers were directly prejudiced, other businesses complained
that hawkers caused a congestion in front of their shops and prevented their
customers walking freely.73 In February 1929 a petition by W.B. Raymond and ten

other white-owned fruit and vegetable stores complained that hawking by Indians in
the vicinity of the Borough Market "seriously prejudiced" their businesses:
These people are allowed to go round to the various offices, banks and

other business premises in the Town, and also waylay pedestrians. As these
hawkers have no expenses in the way of rent, wages, etc. we do not consider it fair trade competition, and therefore request that they should not be
allowed this freedom in the business centre of Town.74

In September 1929, the African Theatres Limited complained of the "unpleasant
state of affairs" created outside its theaters by hawkers: "We do not think that it is
necessary to stress the fact that our company pays your Council heavy dues by way

of rates, light, water charges, etc. and that we employ in our Tea Rooms white staff
to sell such commodities." Peanuts and toffee apples sold by Indian vendors

polluted the theaters because patrons threw dirt on the floors.75 "The Natal Adv

tiser" agreed that hawkers constituted both an economic problem as well as a publi
nuisance:

The petitioners have an extremely strong case for relief from a public
nuisance. The community needs protection against a form of service which

ignores ordinary observances of hygiene and cleanliness. It is a public
nuisance to be pestered by itinerant vendors.... By persistent evasion of the
health by-laws it also verges on a public danger.... Whites vehemently

oppose Indian street trading. The freedom of private enterprise does not
necessarily mean urban hordes of itinerant hawkers should be allowed to

congest busy thoroughfares. Liberty ends where license begins.76
The licensing officer opined in 1928 that existing legislation was inadequate to
control hawking, due primarily to a shortage of personnel. The receiver of revenue
relied on one inspector to check on licenses and enforce mobility. This was impos-

sible because the inspector could not cover the entire area. Police officers, on the
other hand, had been under the impression that this was a municipal affair and out-

side the scope of their duties. Although the Licensing Office did not have a legal
responsibility to control unlicensed hawking, inspectors did intervene but were

73 Petition to Mayor and Councillors, 24/04/1928, NA, 3/DBN, 4/1/2/1007.
74 Raymond petition, 02/09/1929, NA, 3/DBN, 4/1/2/1007.

75 A. Benjamin, Manager, African Theatres to Town Clerk, 13/09/1929, NA, 3/DBN,
4/1/2/1007, 237.

76 Natal Advertiser, 29/09/1929.
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ineffective because they lacked the power of arrest. When inspectors came across
unlicensed hawkers, they gave the names of offenders to the receiver of revenue to

institute legal proceedings. In most cases Indians provided fictitious names and
addresses. The licensing officer felt that the problem could only be solved by adding hawkers' licenses to the list of municipal licenses, thus giving the municipality

the power to control unlicensed hawkers and introducing spatial restrictions.77 The
chief constable reported that the police were doing their best, but the "paltry nature
of the contravention" and the "elusiveness of the movements" did not warrant the

"special police vigilance that the detection would require; especially in view of the
more serious crime which has to be attended to by the small force at my disposal."
The chief constable explained that because of the small number of police at his disposal, his force could not effectively monitor the entire area and that general legisla-

tion was needed to control trading.78 The chief constable also noted that part of the
problem was the difficulty of getting a conviction because proof was needed that the
offender had stayed in one position for an extended period. As inspectors and their
vehicles were well known to hawkers, it was difficult for inspectors to keep observation for a lengthy period. The police had attempted to overcome this problem by

employing African constables not known to hawkers.79
The DTC agreed that since hawkers could not be stopped "as the law stands at

present, ... to secure better control of hawkers and to reduce the present inconvenience and annoyance," the DTC would request the Provincial Council to introduce

new legislation.80 Solicitors advised the DTC that the Durban General Extended
Powers Ordinance of 1929 made provision for introducing by-laws to restrict
hawkers, while hawking in offices and business premises could only be stopped by

"the occupiers of these premises."81 The editor of Indian Opinion argued strongly
against any action:
If the hawkers are prevented from plying their trade in Pine Street, where

will the line be drawn? If the precedent of "protection" for one group of
traders alone is granted there is no apparent reason why half a dozen other
groups should not be given protection against competition they might

describe as unfair.82
The Natal Indian Congress pleaded with the town clerk not to introduce spatial
restrictions that would "affect in great measure the very poor members of our

77 Licensing Officer to Town Clerk, 25/06/1928, NA, 3/DBN, 4/1/2/1007.

78 Chief Constable to Town Clerk, 20/09/1929, NA, 3/DBN, 4/1/2/1007, 237.
79 Chief Constable to Town Clerk, 30/04/1928, NA, 3/DBN, 4/1/2/1007.

80 Town Clerk to Blamey and Holgate, Smith Street, 04/19/1928, NA, 3/DBN, 4/1/2/1007.
81 Town Solicitors to Town Clerk, 8/10/1929, NA, 3/DBN, 4/1/2/1007.
82 Indian Opinion, 10/02/1929.
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community who earn their livelihood by hawking and peddling, and who are
because of their poverty least able to protect their rights and interests."83 Another
appeal by the Congress to "represent the case of these poor Indians prior to the
confirmation of these by-laws" was ignored and the new regulations became law in
April 1930. Hawkers were prohibited from areas where white trade predominated:

West Street between Gardiner and Grey Streets; Pine Street between Railway
Streets and Field Streets; Gardiner Street between Smith and Pine Streets and lower
Marine Parade between Beach Road and Depot Road.84 The DTC was placing
restrictions on trading zones to "defend the most prestigious areas from large-scale

invasion by street traders," forcing the latter into less central areas.85 What these
exchanges illustrate is that the battle lines were drawn along racial lines. Hawkers
were Indians, complainants mainly white. The repression of Indian hawkers
became a "community" affair. The middle-class Indian Opinion and trader-dominated Natal Indian Congress intervened on behalf of poorer members of the Indian

community. For the Indian Opinion, this legislation was a means to "deprive the
honest livelihood of the poorest section of the Indian community, the majority of

whom are women." The total value of their goods being "hardly thirty shillings,
how can they affect shopkeepers particularly if, as the law requires, they have to

keep moving?" There were 45 hawkers in this area, each making between three and
five shillings per day, "so how can they constitute a threat or nuisance to pedestrians, motorists or shopkeepers?" The effect of the law would be to increase the
number of unemployed. The editor was surprised that "lady councillors did not

raise their voices for the sake of women hawkers."86
In February 1931 the chief constable complained that because only a portion of
West Street was prohibited, hawkers congregated in the unprohibited area around

the Post Office, causing "considerable traffic trouble," a problem that could be
resolved by extending the prohibited areas. The chief constable also mentioned that

it was becoming more difficult to prosecute hawkers. In a recent case when hawkers were charged with obstruction, the magistrate said that he could not convict
unless those members of the public who had been obstructed were brought to court

to give evidence. This discouraged police from arresting offenders.87 As a result
the following areas were added to the prohibited list in July 1931: West Street

between Gardiner and Aliwal Streets; Queen Street between Grey Street and Cemetery Lane; Cemetery Lane between Queen and Brook Streets; Brook Street between

Cemetery Lane and Victoria Street and Victoria Street between Brook and Grey

83 Natal Indian Congress to Town Clerk, 29/11/1929, NA, 3/DBN, 4/1/2/1007.
84 Minutes of Durban Town Council meeting, 24/04/1930, NA, 3/DBN, 4/1/2/1007.
85 Buijs, "Hawkers in Johannesburg," 142.
86 Indian Opinion, 07/02/1930.
87 Chief Constable to Town Clerk, 02/07/193 1, NA, 3/DBN, 4/1/2/1007, 269.
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Streets.88 In October 1931 the Natal Indian Congress petitioned the DTC on behalf
of nineteen hawkers who had been operating in the area now prohibited. Two of the
petitioners were widows of Indian men who had died in East Africa during World
War I, while another three had themselves served in the war. They had all been in
the area for over a decade. The new restrictions had caused "great hardship" to the

petitioners, most of whom were "married men with large families."89 On the advice
of the licensing officer who felt that to allow these hawkers to remain would be to
"allow Peter to rob Paul" because they would affect the business of legitimate traders, the DTC did not make any concessions. 90
White traders in unrestricted areas continued to complain. In August 1933
eleven white traders in Field Street, between West and Pine Streets, complained that
"intending purchasers were accosted and waylaid by the hawkers about whom we

complain." This area was added to the list of restricted areas, as was Smith Street
between Aliwal and Grey Streets, Church Street between Smith and Pine Streets,
Church Lane, Mercury Lane, Murchies Passage and Greenacre's Passage.91 The
Colonial Born and Settlers Indian Association took up the cause of poor Indians. It

complained that the "increase in areas banned for hawkers" amplified the difficulty
and the "numbers of unemployed whose problem is already very acute. The DTC is

not justified in weeding these people off the streets."92 Protest was in vain and the
prohibited area continued to increase in response to white complaints. In June 1938

Victoria Street between Brook Street and Warwick Avenue, Warwick Avenue
between Victoria Street and Berea Road, and Berea Road between Warwick Avenue

and Berea Road station were added to the prohibited list. 93 The Natal Indian
Congress informed the town clerk that the new by-laws were viewed "with concern

... as a large number of Indian women hawkers find themselves in a predicament.
These women are mostly poor and hawking is the only means of their livelihood.

We appeal to the City Council for the repeal of the laws."94 This appeal was in
vain.

The restricted areas continued to increase in response to complaints. In 1943
when the chief constable complained that the number of hawkers operating outside

the Indian Market had increased considerably, Warwick Avenue between Alice

Street and the road north of the City Market was prohibited.95 In August 1944 as

88 Minutes of DTC, 09/07/1931, NA, 3/DBN, 4/1/2/1007, 269.
89 Natal Indian Congress to DTC, 01/10/1931, NA, 3/DBN, 4/1/2/1007, 237.
90 Licensing Officer to Town Clerk, 09/10/193 1, NA, 3/DBN, 4/1/2/1007.

91 Minutes of Durban Town Council Minutes, 08/09/1933, NA, 3/DBN, 4/1/2/1007.
92 CBSIA to Town Clerk, 27/10/1933, NA, 3/DBN, 4/1/2/1007.
93 Minutes of DTC, 10/06/1938, NA, 3/DBN, 4/1/3/1279.
94 Natal Indian Congress to DTC, 07/07/1944, NA, 3/DBN, 4/1/3/1279.
95 Minutes of DTC, 06/09/1943, NA/3/DBN, 4/1/2/1279.
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result of further complaints by the chief constable, the following areas were added
to the prohibited list: Cathedral Road between West Street and Pine Street, Davis
Lane between West Street and Saville Street, Alexandra Street between West and

Smith Streets, Russell Street between West Street and Victoria Embankment,

Aliwal Street between Pine Street and Victoria Embankment, Point Road between
West Street and Smith Street and Brickhill Road between West Street and Pine
Street.96 In December 1945 the following areas were prohibited: Lower Marine
Parade between West Street and Somtseu Road and West Street between Gardiner

Street and Lower Marine Parade.97
The Station Master at Berea Road complained in July 1948 that Indian hawkers

were "continuously creating a nuisance in Brook Street.... The whole vicinity is
strewn with dirt, bad fruit, straw and filthy papers ... which is most unhealthy and
unhygenic. I have on many occasions observed that passengers, when hurrying for
trains, slip on banana skins and many of these passengers have fallen.... The
entrance to the station near the parcels office is on some days blocked with these

hawker carts." When police arrived, the hawkers would move away for a few minutes but return as soon as the police departed. The station master wanted Brook

Street declared a prohibited area.98 G. Viljoen, a stableman in the Animal Transport
Department of the municipality, who lived on municipal premises in Brook Street,
also complained that hawkers' activities left the street "in a disgusting condition."
Aside from the health point of view, the hawkers presented a danger to the public:
The barrows are very ramshackle and made up of bits and pieces. Many are

in the charge of lads in their early teens or women who have no knowledge
of the rules of the road. With a number of "stalls" (I refer to those that are

stationary nearly all day) and moving barrows, wobbling all over the place,
it is a mercy that a serious accident has not yet occurred.99
As a result of these complaints Brook Street was added to the prohibited areas.

Indian hawkers were gradually but inexorably prohibited from the streets of
Durban. Indians did not simply accept the laws without resistance. For example,

shortly after the DTC declared "Lower Marine Parade" a restricted area in 1945, an
Indian hawker named G. Sookdhaw was fined for hawking on that street.
Sookdhaw served summons on the chief constable on the grounds that "there is no

road with such a name." The legal adviser considered this an embarrassment for the
DTC because this area was never "specifically given this name by any resolution of

the City Council." However, it was "generally" known by this name and was

96 Minutes of DTC, 04/08/1944, NA, 3/DBN, 4/1/2/1271.

97 Minutes of DTC, 21/12/1945, NA, 3/DBN, 4/1/2/1279.
98 Station Master to Town Clerk, 09/07/1948, NA, 3/DBN, 4/1/3/1279/ 237.
99 Viljoen to Town Clerk, 07/07/1948, NA, 3/DBN, 4/1/3/1279/ 237.
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marked such on the official map of Durban. The legal adviser suggested that a

member of the City and Water Engineer's Department be called to testify to this
effect. 10 The Court did not accept this and declared the by-law void for vagueness.
The DTC rectified this by officially approving the naming of the thoroughfare
"Lower Marine Parade" and including this as a prohibited area in December

1945.101 Between them, the city police, receiver of revenue, and inspectors of
Licensing Department constantly prosecuted hawkers for failing to observe bylaws. In 1941 there were 813 prosecutions against individuals for such offenses as

hawking without a license, exposing goods on vacant land, and taking up a fixed

stand; the number prosecuted in 1942 was 1,422, while 1,019 hawkers were

prosecuted in 1946.102 While this may suggest that the authorities were doing their
job vigilantly, the fact that so many Indians were prosecuted annually suggests that
the DTC was never able to impose total hegemony. It indicates that Indians either

had scant regard for the law and that fines were not a sufficient deterrent, or that
hawkers had no altemative in the difficult economic conditions. The chief constable
hinted at this when he complained that hawkers "still continue to defy the police and
will persist in taking up fixed stands." 103
The effect of legislation was to restrict and concentrate hawkers in areas where
Indian trade predominated. As the licensing officer pointed out, legislation

"prohibiting trade in the main streets will accentuate trouble in the outer areas."10
The action of the DTC accentuated the division of the Central Business District
(CBD) along racial lines, one white area in the image that planners had of the

"beautiful city" and another where Indians could exist in conditions that did n
quite match up to the ideal. A racially segregated urban environment existed in

Durban long before the introduction of formal apartheid in 1948. When free and

passenger Indians first began establishing stores in the CBD in the 1870s they
could not compete with the established white district and built their shops and
shacks on swampy land at the northwestern periphery. "Indian" and "white"
sections of the CBD impinged on each other as they expanded. The 1897 Dealer's
License Act was used to segregate Indian traders in central Durban, resulting in the
racial and structural duality of the CBD. 105 As the licensing officer himself pointed

out, "there can be no law on the Statute Book which gives such arbitrary and
uncontrolled powers as does the Act of 1897.... Innumerable appeals have been
100 Legal Adviser to Town Clerk, 12/06/1945, NA, 3/DBN, 4/l/2/1279.

101 Minutes of DTC, 21 December 1945, NA, 3/DBN, 4/1/2/1279.
102 Acting Licensing Officer to Town Clerk, 28/02/1944, NA, 3/DBN, 4/1/3/1279; Chief
Constable to Town Clerk, 25/01/1947, NA, 3/DBN, 4/1/3/1280.

103 Chief Constable to Town Clerk, 27/07/1948, NA, 3/DBN, 4/1/3/1280.
104 Licensing Officer to Town Clerk, 27/02/1930, NA, 3/DBN, 4/1/2/1008.

105 R.J. Davies, "The Growth of the Durban Metropolitan Area," South African Geographical Journal (1963), 23.
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taken. The Town Council has generally supported me, and in thirty years no deci-

sion of mine has been reversed by the Supreme Court."106 G. Molyneux, borough
licensing officer between 1903 and 1934, conceded that the law was used as an

instrument of segregation. According to Molyneux:
The Durban Licensing Department has steadily worked to a definite policy
over a long period.... It seemed undesirable that the class of shoppers
which mainly avails itself of Indian shops should be scattered all over the

town, ... as a result of 30 years patient work and adherence to this plan, the

Asiatic licenses which then were considered a menace have ceased to [be]
so. I have tried to divide the town into areas where the various types of
customers can trade,... spread over a number of years it has resulted in the

segregation of races and traders. Today the so-called Grey Street area and
Umgeni Road are the recognised trading areas for Asiatics.107
There was continuity of policy because those making the decisions occupied

their positions for extended periods. Molyneux was licensing officer from 1903 to

1934, his successor B.R. Lagerwell had joined the department in September 1904,

and Chief Inspector Roger Hunter worked between 1903 and 1928.108 The only
prohibited streets in the Indian CBD were Queen Street, Brook Street, Victoria
Street, and Cemetery Lane. This was not because the DTC was protecting the inter-

ests of Indian traders who predominated in this area. Rather it was an attempt to

protect the Indian Market, which was an important source of revenue for the Town
Council. The licensing officer acknowledged this in March 1943 when 24 Indian
women hawkers selling fruit on vacant land on the West side of the railway near

Victoria Street requested permission to stand in a fixed position with baskets

because the density of traffic made it impossible to move constantly. The licensing
officer refused because the hawkers were a "nuisance," allowing them to take up a
fixed position was contrary to law and it would "impact negatively on the business
of the Market." 109
As hawkers were restricted in the white CBD, they moved to the Indian CBD.

Not surprisingly, E. Hoosen and ten other storekeepers demanded the mayor

remove hawkers from Victoria Street who "cause a great Loss to our business." 10
M. Lall and seven other Indian traders of Victoria street complained that since "you

106 Report on "Overtrading" by G. Molyneux, Submitted to Finance Committee, DTC,
16/11/1932, NA, 3/DBN, 4/1/2/1000.
107 Ibid.
108 Ibid.

109 Memorandum for Markets and Abbatoir Committee, by Town Clerk, 13/05/1943, NA,
3/DBN, 4/1/2/1279.

110 Petition to Mayor, 02/05/1930, NA, 3/DBN, 4/1/2/1008.
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brought the Hawkers in near our shops, our business
ber 1931 R.B. Poley and "other traders" of Victoria Street requested the DTC to

send the hawkers "back to where there are no stores nearby." I12 The licensing offi
cer had a "great deal of sympathy with these petitioners. The action of the Council
in closing certain streets to hawkers accentuated the competition in other streets and

I know that they are feeling the competition very badly." 113 The DTC resolved the
problems of white merchants by restricting areas where white traders predominated.

But it pushed hawkers into Indian areas, as if Indian traders did not suffer the same
problems as their white counterparts. The DTC clearly viewed the situation in racial
terms; it did not expect Indian traders to complain about Indian hawkers.
African traders also complained about Indian hawkers. In 1920 the overseer of
the Native Eating House complained to the Native Affairs Department that "there is
a tendency towards friction between the Natives and Indians on account of their

[Indian] occupation in the mornings of our verandah, and an old standing sore
exists over the ground on which the present Fish Market stands."114 In February
1930, the overseer of the Victoria Street Native Market wrote to the DTC that the 17
tenants of stores in the Native Market wanted the police to remove Indian hawkers
operating outside the Market who "take away a certain amount of trade which

would come to them in the ordinary way, were it not for these people."115 The
chief constable replied that police were vigilant in this area and had convicted 35
individuals that month. The problem was that hawkers stayed stationary for 30
minutes and moved to another spot in the vicinity. Magistrates considered this a

reasonable time period and were reluctant to prosecute. 1 16 The licensing officer f

that this was not a matter for his department but for the police. 1 17 The Native A

sory Board petitioned the DTC in January 1931 to designate roads in the vicinity of

the Native Meat Market in Queen and Victoria Streets restricted areas.118 A Mr.
Ngcobo complained to the Native Advisory Board in 1948 that most hawkers in

Dalton Road were Indians. He felt that since the customers were African, only Afri-

cans should be allowed to hawk in the area.119 These are not isolated examples.
Africans believed that Indians were receiving favorable treatment in relation to

M. Lall to Town Clerk, 20/08/1931, NA, 3/DBN, 4/1/2/1007.

112 R.B. Poley to Town Clerk, 3 September 1931, NA, 3/DBN, 4/1/2/1007.
113 Licensing Officer to Town Clerk, 24/08/193 1, NA, 3/DBN, 4/1/2/1007.
114 Overseer to Native Affairs Department, 14/1/1920, NA, 3/DBN, 4/1/2/928.

115 A.S. Ashby, Overseer, Victoria Street Native Market, to Municipal Native Affairs
Department, 24/02/1930, NA, 3/DBN, 4/1/2/1007, 237.

116 Chief Constable to Town Clerk, 28 February 1930, NA, 3/DBN, 4/1/2/1007.
117 Licensing Officer to Town Clerk, 27/02/1930, NA, 3/DBN, 4/1/2/1008.
118 Minutes of Native Advisory Board, 21 January 1931, NA, 3/DBN, 4/1/2/1007.
"9 Ngcobo to Native Advisory Board, 27/07/1948, NA, 2/DBN, 4/1/2/1007.
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themselves and as the competition for sparse resources intens

racial terms. What we see during this early period is that ten

were conceptualized in racial terms. While local officials re

white complaints, the grievances and objections of African
growing tension and economic competition between Indians and Africans has been
examined by Nuttall, among others. 120
Fixed Stands: Flower Sellers

Like fruit and vegetable vendors, Indian flower sellers were prominen
streets. Flowers were grown in Pinetown, about twenty to thirty miles west of
Durban, by white and Indian farmers who cut and bunched their flowers each
morning before making the long trip to Durban to auction their flowers at the

Borough Market between 3:00 and 5:00 p.m. After purchasing flowers, Indian
flower sellers sorted, stripped and re-bunched the flowers at home for sale the
following day. The range of flowers depended on the season but included daffo-

dils, tulips, gladioli, roses, proteas, carnations, and chrysanthemums.121 A 1915
by-law compelled flower sellers to be constantly mobile. They were treated as ordinary hawkers and barred from placing their flowers in a specific spot. Flower sellers complained to the mayor in 1915 that this was difficult because water had to be

carried around to keep the flowers fresh. They requested permission to place their
"baskets of flowers on the edge of the water drainage."122 Permission was refused
because the chief constable reported that "there has already been considerable com-

plaints made by European florists.... It would be highly injudicious to deviate from
the by-law, especially as regards Indians who are prone to take advantage of any

little concession."123 Flower sellers continued to petition the DTC. Beginning in
1921 they were allowed to place their baskets on the pavement for one day a week
in West, Gardiner, and Church Streets fronting the Post Office. This marked the

first introduction of fixed stands in Durban. Unlike Johannesburg where fixed
stands were introduced for both fruit and flower sellers, this concession was con-

fined to flower sellers in Durban.124 The Africans' League, an anti-Indian organization formed at the end of the First World War, objected to this "privilege":

The Gardiner Street frontage of the Post Office is one of the most valuable

business sites in the borough-the presence of 20 Indians with their baths
and baskets filled with flowers causes an obstruction in a street where the

120 T. Nuttall, "It seems Peace But It Could Be War': The Durban Riots of 1949 and the
Struggle for the City," unpublished paper, n.d.

121 City Market Master to Town Clerk, 28/08/1935, NA, 3/DBN, 4/1/3/1738, 3/376.

122 P.R. Tammy to Mayor, 2/12/1915, NA, 3/DBN, 4/1/2/1007, 14/237.
123 Chief Constable Donovan to Town Clerk, 9/12/1915, NA, 3/DBN, 4/1/2/1007, 14/237.
124 Minutes of General Purposes Committee, 12/07/1921, NA, 3/DBN, 4/1/2/1007, 14/237.
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traffic is often congested to a dangerous degree. If any stands are permitted
in this area they should be allotted to European ex-soldiers now dependent

on charity or the hard work of casual labour to avoid starvation....125
The licensing officer, however, believed that whites could not make a living from
selling flowers. He pointed to an incident where he had allowed three retuming

soldiers to hawk flowers without a license and had even obtained the flowers for
them: "In no case were the men able to knock a living." An additional reason for
allowing flower sellers to remain on the street was that that they "give a touch of

colour and beauty to an otherwise dull street."126 In October 1924 white florists
petitioned the Durban Town Council to put a stop to street flower selling, "which
interferes with our legitimate business for which we pay rent and rates for the use

of our shops. The competition is unfair in every way.... 127 In response, Councilor
Kemp influenced the DTC to remove flower sellers from Gardiner Street and com-

pel them to be perpetually moving.128 White flower growers protested strongly. In
a petition to the DTC in December 1924, they pointed out that the bulk of their
flowers had been sold to Indian flower sellers with stands in Gardiner Street. With
the closing of the stands the public was not prepared to "spend the time to attend

moming sales at the Market." This resulted in a drop in sales. The petition also
mentioned that although Indians dominated the flower trade, there was "open
competition": "Europeans decline to compete because of false pride ... this should

not be sufficient reason to cause serious damage to the Flower Growers."129 It is
ironic that white farmers, who were otherwise anti-Indian, should intervene on
behalf of Indians when they were affected economically. The market master con-

firmed the drop in sales. Between May and October 1924 the average sales of flow-

ers brought in ?1,571 per month. In November, after the restrictions had come into
effect, sales dropped to ?1,096. The master remarked that many "of the growers

curtailed their supplies, some have even ceased to supply us...."130 Councilor
Benson asked the DTC to remove the restrictions because "the flower growers,

flower sellers and public were losing; only a few florists benefited."131 The DT
rescinded its decision in January 1925 and allowed Indians back into Gardiner
Street until a new site was prepared for them outside the Borough Market on Rail-

125 L. Macgregor, Africans' League, 24/08/1921, NA, 3/DBN, 4/1/2/1007, 14/237.
126 Licensing Officer to Town Clerk, 26 August 1921, NA, 3/DBN, 4/1/2/1007, 237.
127 Petition of Florists to Town Clerk, 10/10/1924, NA, 3/DBN, 4/1/2/1237.

128 Minutes of DTC, 06/11/1924, NA, 3/DBN, 4/1/2/1239.
129 Association of Flower Growers to Town Clerk, NA, 3/DBN, 4/1/2/1239.
130 Market Master Councillor Benson, 09/12/1924, NA, 3/DBN, 4/1/2/1239.

131 Councillor Benson to General Purposes Committee, 09/12/1924, NA, 3/DBN,
4/1/2/1239.
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way Street.132 The new site was opened on 2 June

two of which were occupied by whites.133 Even th
Hammond, for example, complained in 1930 that:
For ages and ages we have had Indian flower sellers. They are not the same
ones I have seen during the past 30 years. As the Good Kind Durban Cor-

poration allow those poor Indians free rent, I presume they have made a
fortune, and unlike the whites, have retired before the age limit to make
room for the generations following. Now what about the Durban Corporation giving notice to those Indians to move on because there is now too

much motor traffic at that corner.... It comes a bit awkward to those poor
walking Whites who have to jump over flowers, banks and Indians to

safety. I have seen Durban's Police looking on, but not doing anything-I

wonder why?134
Why? Because flower sellers were useful to whites for a number of reasons. They
were aesthetically appealing and added beauty and color to the city. The director of

the Durban Publicity Association remarked that "one of the many attractive sights
that meets the eye of the visitor to Durban, particularly those arriving from overseas, is the display of bright flowers on sale by Indians in front of the Borough

Market." 135 Flower sellers were an outlet for white farmers and a convenience for
white citizens. Mrs. D. Wood of Florida Road, for example, wrote to the DTC that
"in these days of slogans such as 'Say it with Flowers,' I regret that Indian sellers
have been ordered away from selling in Gardiner Street. The sellers were always

very polite.... Trusting that the 'old order' may be restored."136 Daphne Child
remembers buying flowers with her mother in the 1920s from a handsome young

Hindu flower-seller: "Vivid colours, red, gold, blue, organe, and mauve, glowed in
the sunshine. Roses, lupins, delphiniums, asters, zinnias, red-hot pokers, calendulas-one by one, the bunches would be displayed while my mother leisurely
made her choice."137

Flower sellers were also tolerated because their numbers were small. Whites
only tolerated Indians when it suited them. For example, in March 1928 S.M.
Ponting and 17 other white flower growers petitioned the DTC to place the flowers

of Indian and white growers separately at the Borough Market where they were

132 Minutes of DTC Meeting, 15/01/1925, NA, 3/DBN, 4/1/2/1239, 25/487.
133 Borough Market Master to Town Clerk, 05/06/1925, NA, 3/DBN, 4/1/2/1239.
134 J. Hammond to Town Clerk, 08/11/1930, NA, 3/DBN, 4/1/2/1007, 237.

135 A. C. Williams to Town Clerk,,-28 April 1931, NA, 3/DBN, 4/1/2/1239.
136 D. Wood to Town Clerk, 04/12/1924, 28/02/1930, NA, 3/DBN, 4/1/2/1007, 237 .
137 Child, "I Remember," 18.
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sold.138 The Markets and Abbatoir Committee advised t
"results of a disastrous nature" since the largest purchasers of flowers were

Indians. To "alienate the largest buyers of flowers is to invite retaliation, a boycott
would recoil on the petitioners." Instead, the DTC decided that when flowers were

put up for sale, the name of the grower would be announced so that buyers would
be aware of whose flowers were being sold and could buy "in the direction in

which their sympathies lay."139 This incident serves to illustrate the racism of white
growers which was being manipulated in this instance to achieve an economic
advantage over Indians.

In November 1935 a deputation of whites complained that Indian flower sellers
were at an advantage over white flower sellers inside the Borough Market because
of their excellent location, the fact that they could trade all day, and their low rentals. The market master agreed and recommended a rental increase of 400 per-

cent. 140 A joint deputation of the Natal Indian Congress and flower sellers met with
the town clerk on 14 February 1936 to discuss this huge increase. V Pather,
speaking for the delegation, pointed out that on average flower sellers made a profit
of between ?4 and ?10 per month. The new rentals would put most of them out of
business and would also affect Indian flower growers whose flowers were bought
mainly by Indian flower sellers. Despite this plea the Committee imposed the

increase. 141 This was not the only problem flower sellers faced. In March 1939 the
market master recommended that flower sellers be moved from Railway Street into
the market extension in Warwick Avenue. However, the Finance Committee
granted them a reprieve and ruled that they could remain in Railway Street "at the

pleasure of the Council" until further notice.142 Flower sellers continued to attract
criticism. J. Griffin of the Horse Shoe Hotel considered the flower sellers "an eyesore to Durban.... Stallholders can be correctly described as unkempt and slovenly
in appearance and towards the end of the day, when under the influence of liquor,

they are abusive."143 A. Williams of the Durban Publicity Association replied to
Griffin that his opinion was "not shared by most people. The beautiful display of
flowers is a joy to the thousands who see and buy them and are regarded as one of

the sights of Durban."144 For once, even the chief constable was on the side of
flower sellers, reporting that he had "never seen any Indian intoxicated or dirty or
unkempt.... The area is kept clean by the Indians and all rubbish is placed in drums
138 S.M. Ponting to Markets Committee, March 1928, NA, 3/DBN, 4/1/2/1007, 237.
139 Chairman, Markets and Abbatoir Committee, 21/04/1928, NA, 3/DBN, 4/1/2/1007, 237.
140 Market Master to Town Clerk, 28/11/1935, NA, 3/DBN, 4/1/2/1007.

141 Minutes of Markets & Abbatoir Committee, 14 February 1936, NA, 3/DBN,
4/1/2/1007.

142 Report of Town Clerk to Finance Committee, 04/12/1939, NA, 3/DBN, 4/1/2/1007.
143 J. Griffin to Town Clerk, 17/12/1943, NA, 3/DBN, 4/1/2/1007.

44 Williams to Griffin, 22/12/1943, NA, 3/DBN, 4/1/2/1007.
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provided by the Corporation. I have personally seen the

day, swilling the area concerned with water from a trou
the area is left clean." 145

Flower sellers adopted aggressive selling techniques to overcome the twin

handicaps of limited stands and the confined area in which they had to operate.
They employed additional labor to sell flowers beyond the limits imposed by fixed
stands. The Durban Florists, Nurserymen, and Seedsmen Association complained
in August 1944 that Indians were hawking flowers illegally in prohibited areas as
well as going from office to office. Some had even hired rooms in Commercial

Road where they made bouquets and wreaths, thus "encroaching on the legitimate

business of the Florists of the City who pay heavy rentals and employ a considerable amount of European labour." The police were powerless because flower sellers
posted one man at the corner of a street with a basket of flowers and another as a
"lookout." As soon as a constable approached a signal was given and both men

disappeared. While there had been some arrests, this was not effective because of
the "small amount of the fine." 146 The chief constable agreed that this was a problem and pointed out that 41 Indian flower hawkers had been charged with hawking
in prohibited areas in West and Smith streets in the period from 1 January 1943 to
28 August 1944. He also remarked that because of the "look-out," it was difficult to

apprehend hawkers with uniforned police; plain-clothes African police were being
used. Since the fine did not act as a deterrent, it had been doubled. Further, while
flower sellers admitted that the rooms in Commercial Road were storerooms, there
was no conclusive proof that they were used to make wreaths and bouquets.147
As far as fixed stands were concerned, the Durban Publicity Association
complained to the DTC in 1948 that the awnings in Railway Street were old. The
town clerk personally visited the area and agreed that they were in "bits and pieces

and very unsightly" and needed replacing.148 When the awnings were replaced, the
Durban Publicity Association thanked the town clerk: "the awnings have now been

renewed and are a great improvement to this particularly colourful area."149 The
story of Indian flower sellers shows that the Town Council tolerated Indian street
traders who served white needs and added beauty and color to the streets. Where
this was not the case, they acted ruthlessly to stamp out street Indian trading.

145 Chief Constable to Town Clerk, 04/01/1944, NA, 3/DBN, 4/1/2/1007.

146 Durban Florists' Association to Town Clerk, 24/08/1944, NA, 3/DBN, 4/1/2/1007.
147 Chief Constable to Town Clerk, 30/08/1944, NA, 3/DBN, 4/1/2/1007.

148 Town Clerk to City Valuator and Estates Manager, 09/08/1948, NA, 3/DBN,
4/1/2/1007.

149 A. Williams, Director of Publicity, to Town Clerk, 23/09/1949, NA, 3/DBN,
4/1/2/1007.
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1940s: The FFinal Solution

The onslaught against Indians in the 1940s must be viewed against wider political
struggles and events. There were heightened tensions between Indians and whites
around the issue of Indian penetration into white areas. These tensions led to radical
Indians taking over leadership of the Natal Indian Congress from moderates anld
embarking on a two-year passive resistance campaign from 1946 to 1948. These

actions heightened white fears of being swamped by Indians. As A.I. Kajee, a
moderate politician, remarked, the word "Indian" was like a "red rag to the bull,"

and drove whites to the "most extravagant follies.... In such a mood, it is impossi-

ble to reason or to argue; calm judgement flies before the hurricane of his [the white

person's] obsessions." 150 There were many complaints against Indian hawkers. In
July 1940 the Durban Tea Room Owner's Association, which represented white tea
room owners, played the public health card when it complained that Indian hawkers

were supplying foodstuffs in "unhygienic conditions." It accused them of storing
"food in their own sleeping room prior to their daily rounds. To allow such a prac-

tice at a time when many of our doctors and nurses are on Active Service is nothing

short of a crime on the part of those responsible."151 No action was taken on the
advice of the medical officer of health, who found that the "hygienic objective was

being used as an excuse for indulging in a trade war....",152 Complaints continued
unabated and from a variety of sources. In September 1942 the adjutant, South

African Women's Voluntary Air Force, Natal Command, complained that when
troops were coming off their boats, "Indian women and fruit hawkers are charging
ridiculous prices for fruits.... Troops just landing do not know the market value of

local fruit. Surely something can be done by the City Police to stop this profiteering
by a certain section of the Community?" The chief constable advised the town clerk
that the police could not take any action because the price of fruit was not

controlled.153 In July 1942 Colonel Sherwood of the Imperial Forces Transhipmen

Camp requested that the town clerk prevent Indian hawkers from selling fruit at th

camp gates because they "grossly overcharge and the quality of their wares constitutes a grave menace to the health of Imperial troops who are in transit at the

camp."154 When S. Naidoo applied to the town clerk in 1942 for permission to
hawk fruit close to Mitchell Park, the chief constable informed the town clerk that

150 Quoted in Surendra Bhana, Gandhi's Legacy: The Natal Indian Congress, 1894-1994
(Pietermaritzbutg, 1997), 50. For the issues surrounding penetration see D. Bugwandeen, 'The
Question of 'Indian Penetration' in the Durban Area and Indian Politics, 1940-1946" (Ph.D thesis,
University of Natal, 1985).

151 Durben Tea Room Owners' Association to Town Clerk, 25/07/1931, NA, 3/DBN,
4/1/3/1279.

152 MOH to Town Clerk, 06/08/1940, NA, 3/DBN, 4/1/3/1279.
153 Chief Constable to Town Clerk, 09/10/1942, NA, 3/DBN, 4/1/2/1276.
154 Sherwood to Town Clerk, 09/07/1942, NA, 3/DBN, 4/1/2/1279.
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since January 1939 the Durban Women's Municipal Association had complained on

many occasions that Indian hawkers littered the entrance to the park. As a result two
"native" constables were placed on special duty every Saturday and Sunday to
prevent littering. As the situation would be exacerbated by the granting of a license,

the application was rejected.155 Roy Albert of Shirley Brothers felt that the police
and Licensing Department were only acting because of the "numerous complaints
we have made...."

We also feel that this matter is still not being pursued with the vigour that it
deserves. We still find hawkers plying their trade in all parts of the City.

The time has now come for a drastic reduction in the number of licenses
issued so that business houses like ourselves, who pay standard wages and

contribute considerably to the City Treasury, may have some protection.156
The feeling among whites was that legislation had failed; that the requirement

for licenses, the insistence on mobility, and the prohibition on hawking in certain
areas failed to restrict the "menace" of hawking. In a special report the city and
water engineer, H.A. Smith, agreed that legislation had failed. The main problems

remained the "considerable littering of the streets in the immediate vicinity of hawkers," which made it difficult to keep the areas in a "clean and desirable state"; the

habit of hawkers congregating in areas where there was a heavy flow of "nonEuropean traffic," such as bus stops and road bridges, which increased the bottleneck; and hawkers trading outside well patronized stores, which was "most unfair
as the storekeepers with heavy expenses cannot compete." Smith also reported that

when stopped by the police, many hawkers state that their licenses had been left at
home and they were not prosecuted. Smith felt that lack of supervision on the part

of the police exacerbated the problem and recommended action along four lines:
refuse licenses to those guilty of contravening by-laws, reduce the number of
hawkers' licenses, further restrict operational areas, and carry out a vigorous drive

against semipermanent stands.157 The licensing officer, E. Godwin, agreed with
most of the points raised by Smith. He also pointed out that the police regarded the
prosecution of hawkers as an "insignificant portion" of their duties and that the
receiver of revenue was understaffed, while the licensing inspectors were ineffec-

tive because they lacked the power of arrest. Godwin wanted the municipality to

take total control of hawking and formulate a comprehensive set of laws to close all
the loopholes. With regard to Smith's suggestion that licenses be denied to offend-

ers, Godwin reported that "a number of offenders have been refused on this ground

155 Chief Constable to Town Clerk, 26/10/1942, NA, 3/DBN, 4/1/2/1279.
156 Albert to Town Clerk, 28/01/1947, NA, 3/DBN, 4/1/3/1279.

157 Smith to Town Clerk, 27/07/1948, NA, 3/DBN, 4/1/2/1280.
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and it is anticipated that a large number of offenders will
of the current year."1-58

Discussion of the change began in 1948, although the r
law in August 1949. The new law effectively closed all the loopholes. Hawkers had

to obtain a license from the licensing officer. To prevent several persons operating
under one license, licenses had to include a photograph of the applicant, which was
to be of the full face and approved by the licensing officer. Licenses had to be

carried at all times. To be granted a license hawkers had to provide a "room, place
or receptacle" for the storage of goods, which was to be approved by the medical

officer of health. Hawkers could not remain in one spot for longer than 20 minutes,
and had to move to another spot at least 50 yards away. The city of Durban was

divided into eight zones and hawkers had to stipulate the area where they intended
to trade. They were not allowed to trade in any other area. Limits were placed on
the numbers of hawkers in each area. Hawkers contravening any regulation could

be fined or jailed. Most important, as far as the DTC was concerned, fines were to
be paid to the municipality rather than the receiver of revenue. 159

The Natal Indian Organisation had been formed by moderate politicians like

A.I. Kajee and P.R. Pather in 1948 after the Natal Indian Congress was taken over
by young militants in 1945. The NIO viewed these new laws "with grave apprehension" because they were against the "spirit and intention" of the Licenses

Consolidation Act 32 of 1925. They argued that the affixing of photographs was
"demeaning, unnecessary and cumbersome"; restrictions on the size of vehicles
"adversely affects" those who possess motor vehicles; the requirement that hawkers
could not be stationery for longer than 20 minutes prejudiced those who supplied
goods to blocks of flats; the placing of limits on the numbers of hawkers allowed in
each area took no account of historical trends and also failed to take heed of the
needs of the people in these areas; and, finally, a fine of ?10 was far in excess of
what hawkers earned while imprisonment was not commensurate with the

offense.160 Such protests were in vain. The DTC finally had the legal basis to clea
its streets of hawkers. Again, it is noteworthy that richer Indians intervened in the
plight of the poorer members of their community.
Conclusion

This study has focused on Indian flower sellers and hawkers of fruit and v

who operated on the streets of Durban during the first half of this centu

shown that local initiatives to curb urban small-scale enterprise was not

to directives from the apartheid central government but that such impe

158 Report of Licensing Officer E. Godwin, 08/10/1948, NA/ 3/DBN, 4/1/3/128

159 Minutes of Durban Town Council meeting, 05/08/1949, NA, 3/DBN, 4/1/3/
160 NIO to Town Clerk, 04/08/1948, NA, 3/DBN, 4/1/3/1279.
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their origins in local factors and predated formal apart

affected by legislation, flower sellers achieved a deg

facilities (and came to form an elite among street tra

white farmers and added to the tourist trade. Hawk

deemed to be competing with both white and Indian es

more callously. Local officials and established busin

ments against hawkers: they were a source of econom

in crime, they were a public health nuisance, they attr

threatened public order, they were a distasteful an
impediment to achieving a "beautiful" modem city.

Every complaint swayed the authorities further in t

hawkers. Official policy moved from partial tolera
policies included restrictions on the types of vehicles

hawking was allowed, employment of licensing pers

inspectors to help eliminate street trading, and the u

harass defaulters. As the experience of flower selle

operating against them were both of a class and a rac

objected to Indian flower sellers, yet their livelihoods w

continued existence. The opposition of established Ind

also shows that race and class prejudices were both o
description of informal work is applicable to Indian
encompasses flexibility and exploitation, productivity and abuse, aggressive
entrepreneurs and defenceless workers, libertarianism and greed."161 The struggle

of Indian hawkers against city officials was largely in vain and was part of the
larger underdevelopment of the "informal sector" in South African cities.

This study has also shown that politics was clearly racialized during this preapartheid era. The local state was unmistakably motivated to protect those white

citizens who saw Indians as an economic threat. Africans also conceptualized the
problem in racial terms while all classes of Indians came to believe that they comprised a racial community in their dealings with Africans and whites. Even though
hawkers were extremely poor, they tumed to middle-class and merchant-dominated

Indian bodies like the Natal Indian Congress, Natal Indian Organisation, and the
Colonial Born and Settlers Indian Association to take up their grievances with the
city. Despite the vast class differences, these bodies petitioned the DTC on behalf of

hawkers, thus helping to entrench racial identity. While local officials acted decisively and resolutely to protect the privileged position of whites, it failed to resolve

the conflicting interests of the subordinate Indian and African groups, with grave
consequences in subsequent years.

161 M. Castells and A. Portes, "World Underneath: The Origins, Dynamics, and Effects of
the Informal Economy," in A. Portes, M. Castells and L.A. Benson, eds., The Informal Economy:
Studies in Advanced and Less Advanced Countries (Baltimore, 1995), 11.
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